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Abstract

Background: External entrainment of gait in patients with Parkinson’s disease by a constantly moving visual cue or by a rhythmic auditory cue has been proposed and extensively studied. We have found that such entrainment, having positive effects on some of the patients, also has adverse effects, such as freezing of gait, on others.

Methods and findings: Closed-loop autonomous entrainment by visual or auditory feedback, generated by the patient’s own movement, is found to be inherently stable, whereas open-loop external entrainment is inherently unstable. Autonomous entrainment is found to be not only dopamine rewarding, but also embedding, by learning, reward seeking behavior. Enhanced by environmental novelty and cognitive vigilance, such behavior is found to have a more pronounced expression under higher dimensional geometric feedback.

Results: Reviewed clinical studies show a considerably higher gait improvement, without adverse effects, under autonomous entrainment than under external entrainment, having adverse effects. Considerably higher improvement is produced by two-dimensional checkerboard tiles than by one-dimensional transverse lines. Gait improvement by autonomous entrainment is found to apply to a variety of neurological disorders.

Conclusion: Autonomous gait entrainment and higher dimensional visual feedback produce highly pronounced gait improvement, transformative across space, time and different neurological disorders.
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Introduction

A seminal study [1] and subsequent clinical tests [2-4] have shown significant improvement in gait parameters of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) walking over transverse lines drawn on the ground. Early attempts to generate such visual cues by virtual means have resulted in open-loop systems, imposing, by a constantly moving visual cue [5-8], a constant walking speed on the patient. A comparison of open-loop visual cuing by virtual means to transverse line markings on the ground [9] has found the first to have a marginal effect and the second to have a significant positive effect on gait parameters in PD patients. Subject-stationary visual cues [10] represent another unnatural imposition, where the image moves in the same direction as the subject, which stands in contrast to the opposite motion of an earth-stationary image. External open-loop auditory entrainment of gait, where a rhythmic sound is imposed on the patient in a metronome-like fashion, has been studied [11-15], and reasoned on neurobiological grounds [16]. Yet, a need for constant vigilance and attention strategies to prevent reversion to impaired gait patterns caused by repetitive stimuli has been noted [3]. It has been further suggested that external rhythmic entrainment instigates dopamine reward [17,18], seemingly supporting open-loop intervention. However, open-loop control is known to be inherently unstable, with potentially disastrous consequences due to error accumulation [19]. In sharp contrast, closed-loop feedback systems, when correctly designed, can regulate and stabilize otherwise unstable dynamics [19]. Analysis has shown that walking over earth-stationary visual markings constitutes a closed-loop feedback control system which stabilizes and regulates gait [20]. A wearable virtual realization of autonomous gait entrainment by sensory feedback, facilitated by the gradual miniaturization of sensing, computation and display technologies, has led to the development of a closed-loop sensory feedback device for gait improvement in the neurologically impaired [21]. While the effect created by the device is similar to that created by walking on a real floor with visual markings, the virtual earth-stationary visual markings are location-independent, as the patients is, in principle, free to go anywhere, making such entrainment completely autonomous.

Here, we employ analytic and experimental findings in demonstrating and explaining the fundamental differences between external and autonomous entrainment. From a control-theoretic viewpoint, it is the difference between open-loop and closed-loop control systems, which entails the difference between dynamic stability and instability. From the viewpoint of human cognition, it is the difference between dependence and independence, which is the difference
between apathy and regression, on the one hand, and novelty and vigilance, on the other. Reviewing clinical studies of external and autonomous gait entrainment in neurological patients, we employ the control theoretic and the human cognition contexts to explain the differences between the resulting gait parameters. Significant gait improvement by autonomous visual and auditory entrainment in patients with PD, typically suffering from basal ganglia dopamine depletion, asserts previous findings that learning reward seeking behavior can replace actual reward. This effect is also expressed by residual gait improvement, lasting beyond actual entrainment. A change from one-dimensional (transverse lines) to two-dimensional (checkerboard tiles) geometry in autonomous visual entrainment, shown to produce higher novelty and vigilance, is found to result in a particularly high gait improvement in patients with MS. We close with a review of clinical studies on autonomous gait entrainment in patients with a variety of neurological disorders, specifically, PD, MS, CP, SG and PS. Albeit case-specific deviations, these studies show, on average, pronounced improvement in gait, demonstrating the transformative nature of autonomous gait entrainment.

Methods and Findings

Autonomous vs. external gait entrainment

An examination of the natural sensory-motor control system underlying human locomotion with respect to a visual scenery reveals that it is the physical motion of the body which generates the visual cue and not the other way around [20]. This observation is crucial to understanding the difference between external entrainment and autonomous entrainment of gait. The first represents a control system operating in open-loop, the second a closed-loop feedback control system. The two control paradigms are illustrated in Figure 1. In external entrainment, a constant visual and/or an auditory cue is generated artificially and fed through the eyes and/or the ears to the brain, which activates the limbs so as to respond to the sensory cue. On the other hand, an artificial realization of the natural sensory-motor control system is a closed-loop feedback system, where the generation of the sensory feedback cue is controlled and regulated by the body movement caused by locomotion. The motion of the visual cue and the rhythm of the auditory cue are matched to the motion of the body, which is, normally, matched to the motion of the legs. When there is no motion of the body, there is no sensory cue.

Depicted in Figure 2, a wearable sensory feedback device, employing inertial sensors, an adaptive filter and a microprocessor contained in a belt-mounted cellphone-size box, is connected to a see-through micro-display, generating an earth-stationary visual feedback cue in response to the body motion. In addition to the visual feedback cue delivered by the display, the device also produces an auditory feedback cue in the form of a clicking sound delivered through earphones in response to every step taken by the patient. In contrast to open-loop, metronome-like devices, which attempt to impose a walking pace on the patient by a constant auditory cue, the feedback device produces an auditory cue matched to the walking pattern. A balanced steady walk will generate a rhythmic auditory cue. Any deviation from such a gait pattern will result in a deviation from the auditory rhythm and will be corrected by a change of gait in a feedback fashion. The head-mounted display and earphones bring the sensory feedback signals closer to the sensors – the eyes and the ears, making the sensory effect more pronounced, easier to follow and to learn. An open-loop capability, producing constant movement of the visual cue and a constant rhythmic auditory cue, was also added to an early version of the device for experimental comparison purposes.

The safety of autonomous gait entrainment is ratified by control theoretic considerations: closed-loop feedback systems, correctly designed, are, due to error correction, inherently stable, while open-loop, externally driven, systems are, due to error accumulation, inherently unstable, hence, unsafe [19]. As can be seen from Figure 1, while error correction (hence, stabilization) is made possible by the sensory feedback path of autonomous entrainment, it cannot...
be implemented by the open loop (no feedback) system of external entrainment.

**Dopamine reward and reward seeking: The edge of autonomy**

It has been hypothesized that dopamine neurotransmission, highly evidenced in limbic areas of the basal ganglia [22], elicits exhilaration or excitement in response to novel stimuli [23]. The dopamine receptor gene D4DR has been linked to novelty seeking behavior [24,25]. In the context of cognition, novelty has been associated with "the ability to think and act independently" [26]. While it has been suggested that novelty seeking, representing intellectual curiosity, aesthetic sensitivity and risk taking, is low in dopamine-deficient patients with PD [27], highly pronounced novelty seeking behavior has been found in patients with PD, regardless of medication status [28]. Dopamine reward has also been associated with vigilance [29,30], defined as "alert watchfulness" [26]. A highly insightful study [31] suggests that the frequency level of beta-range neuronal activity in the basal ganglia is modulated by the level of dopamine discharge at sites of cortical input, which are, in turn, modulated by salient internal and external cues. Moreover, it suggests that the level of the beta-range frequency provides a measure of the likelihood that a new voluntary action will need to be actuated. Put in our context, this insight suggests that autonomous entrainment of gait is more highly rewarded by dopamine discharge than rhythmic external cues. A case study has found coordinated beta-range activity in the occipital, parietal, and motor lobes of a patient with PD responding to visual autonomous entrainment [32]. Yet, dopamine depletion in basal ganglia neurons of patients with PD suggests that it may be reward seeking, rather than actual dopamine reward, which comes into play in gait entrainment of patients with PD.

While movement has been widely associated with reward, specifically, dopamine discharge by basal ganglia neurons, movement improvement in PD patients suggests the existence of a bypass mechanism. Prior reward learning, possibly facilitated by earlier normal preconditioning or medication, provides response incentive without actual dopamine signaling [33]. In other words, learning to select responses that lead to reward results in reward seeking behavior [34,35]. As novelty and vigilance have been widely recognized as key proponents of dopamine reward, the level of dopamine reward or reward seeking should correspond to the levels of novelty and vigilance. While neither novelty nor vigilance have generally accepted measurable manifestations, both seem to be intuitively well understood notions. In a cognitive perspective, novelty has been characterized as the ability to think and act independently [26]. In this respect, novelty does not seem to apply to external entrainment, which enforces a rhythmic auditory cue, or a constantly moving visual cue, on the patient. Indeed, it has been noted that the failure of external entrainment to produce satisfactory gait control in most patients is caused by the perpetual motion of the image, which, being unaffected by the patient, is eventually neglected [3]. In sharp contrast, autonomous entrainment, allowing the patient to decide if and when to take a step and at what stride length and speed of walk, is an embodiment of independent, free-willed, motion. Yet, vigilance appears to play a role in both external and autonomous entrainment, as both motivate a certain correspondence between step preparation and execution, on the one hand, and the presentation of a sound or an image, on the other. The unequal balance between novelty and vigilance in the two cases suggests that while both external and autonomous entrainments present cases for dopamine reward, or reward seeking, autonomous entrainment, instigating both novelty and vigilance, may present a much stronger case than external entrainment, which instigates vigilance only.

**The effects of geometric dimension**

*Figure 3* shows the earth-stationary transverse lines geometry (a) and the checkerboard tiles geometry (b), with shoe markings indicating that, following a few corrective steps, the patient, by controlling stride-length, has reached a steady-state in which each of the steps ends, essentially, with a foot placed either between two consecutive transverse lines (in case (a)) or on a tile of a given color (white in case (b)).

As the patient, employing either geometry for autonomous visual feedback, has the freedom to move on the floor in any direction, novelty will be visually expressed by edge-crossing, or its avoidance. In the case of the transverse lines, edge-crossing can occur in the longitudinal direction only – perpendicularly to the direction of the transverse lines. On the other hand, in the case of the checkerboard tiles, edge-
crossing can occur in two orthogonal directions: longitudinal and lateral. Novelty in the first case is, then, one-dimensional, while in the second case it is two-dimensional. The vigilance required in the case of transverse lines is similarly one-dimensional, while the vigilance required in the case of checkerboard tiles is two-dimensional. A dopamine reward, if available, can be expected to be higher, then, in the case of checkerboard tiles than in the case of transverse lines. Simply compare the perceived pleasure of drawing in one dimension to the one of drawing in two dimensions.

Clinical Results

Autonomous vs. external entrainment

It has been suggested [31] that the level of beta frequency activity in basal ganglia neurons provides a measure of the likelihood that a new voluntary action will need to be actuated. The frequency level of this activity is modulated by the level of dopamine discharge at sites of cortical input, which are, in turn, modulated by salient internal and external cues. These insights suggest that autonomous entrainment of gait is more highly rewarded by dopamine discharge than rhythmic external cues. It is highly interesting, then, to compare clinical findings on the effects of external rhythmic entrainment and autonomous entrainment of gait in patients with PD, suffering from dopamine depletion in basal ganglia neurons.

A study of visual entrainment of gait in patients with PD [36] has compared the effects of external (open-loop) constant entrainment and autonomous (closed-loop) feedback entrainment. Patients were off their regular medication (hence, without dopamine enhancement drugs) for twelve hours. The study has found that patients who used external entrainment improved their gait, on average by 13.8% in walking speed and by 15.0% in stride length (for comparison to the one of drawing in two dimensions. A study of visual feedback entrainment by [38,39], a clinical study has found on-line improvement in walking speed and stride length among a variety of posture and gait measures [15]. A study of the effects of autonomous auditory entrainment on gait in patients with PD on their regular medication schedule [37] has found, on average 12.37% improvement in walking speed and 4.30% improvement in stride length with respect to baseline performance. This study has also found a pronounced short-term residual effect of auditory autonomous entrainment on both walking speed (9.1%) and stride length (6.5%). In contrast, external open-loop rhythmic auditory entrainment has been found to have no functional carry-over effects [15].

It can be seen that, regardless of medication, autonomous entrainment, visual or auditory, has produced, on-line and residually, significantly higher improvement in gait parameters of patients with PD than external entrainment, as suggested by reward seeking considerations. It has been suggested that external open-loop entrainment instigates dopamine reward [17,18], seemingly supporting open-loop intervention. However, as shown by the above-noted clinical results, such entrainment, having some positive effects on some of the patients, also results in adverse effects, such as freezing of gait in patients with PD. These mixed results may be characterized as the “double-edged sword” of external entrainment.

Effects of visual geometry dimension

Following the positive effects found in patients with MS subject to autonomous entrainment [38,39], a clinical study has compared the effects of walking over transverse lines to the effects of walking on checkerboard tiles in such patients [40]. Two groups, each consisting of ten randomly selected patients on their regular medication were tested, one employing transverse lines, the other checkerboard tiles. The study has found that, while the average improvement with respect to baseline performance in the group employing transverse lines was 7.79% in walking speed and 7.20% in stride length, the average improvement in the group employing checkerboard tiles was 21.09% in walking speed and 12.99% in stride length.

It can be seen that the level of improvement in gait parameters due to higher-dimensional visual feedback geometry, found in patients with MS, increased significantly when the transverse lines geometry was replaced by the checkerboard tiles geometry, which can be attributed to the higher dimensionality of the novelty and the vigilance associated with the checkerboard tiles geometry. These findings were sufficiently conclusive for us to drop any further employment of the transverse lines geometry and adopt the checkerboard tiles geometry in all subsequent trials.

Two independent studies on autonomous entrainment of gait in patients with PD, off medication for twelve hours, were performed under similar condition, differing, however, in two fundamental ways: while the first employed transverse lines drawn on the ground, the second employed earth-stationary...
checkerboard tiles produced by the autonomous entrainment device [21]. The first study [4], participated by 16 patients, has shown, on average, 7.895% ± 5.26% improvement in walking speed and 4.30 ± 0% improvement in stride length with respect to baseline performance without line markings. The second study [36], participated by 16 patients (with one stopping midway and excluded from the calculations) has found 19.76% ± 14.96% improvement in walking speed and 21.79% ± 17.40% improvement in stride length compared to baseline performance. It might be noted that while the margin in the improvement results in walking speed obtained for patients with PD corresponding to the two geometries are similar to those obtained for patients with MS, the improvement results in stride length obtained for patients with PD are markedly higher than those obtained for patients with MS.

It can be seen that, regardless of medication, the level of improvement in gait parameters due to higher-dimensional visual feedback geometry, found in patients with PD and in patients with MS, were essentially similar. The considerable advantage for PD patients in stride length improvement further emphasizes that it is reward seeking, rather than actual dopamine reward, which comes into play in such patients, suffering from impaired dopamine discharge in basal ganglia.

**Transformative nature of autonomous entrainment across neurological disorders**

Further studies on autonomous entrainment in patients with PD have found on-line and residual therapeutic effects following training with combined visual and auditory feedback [41,42], Effects of "on" predominant freezing of gait [43], on-line [44,45] and short-term residual [45] improvement by separate visual feedback, freezing predictability by gait initiation with visual feedback [46], and gait improvement by combined visual and auditory feedback in patients subject to deep brain stimulation [47]. Studies of the effects of visual [38] and auditory [39] autonomous entrainment on patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) have found significant on-line and residual improvement in gait parameters.

Our exploratory studies in PD and MS, suggesting the transformative nature of autonomous entrainment, have lead us to studies of autonomous entrainment in other neurological disorders, which do not appear to have been approached by gait entrainment before, apparently because they present a considerably larger variety of behaviors than patients with PD, and even patients with MS. Due to behavioral complexities, these disorders could not be addressed by external rhythmic entrainment, but seemed to present a case for autonomous entrainment in these disorders are now briefly presented.

Cerebral palsy (CP) has predominantly pre-natal causes and is symptomatically addressed at a young age. A study of patients with gait disorders due to CP [48] has found that, for patients training with visual feedback, the short-term residual improvement was 21.70% in the walking speed and 8.72% in the stride length. For CP patients training with auditory feedback, the short-term residual improvement was 25.43% in the walking speed and 13.58% in the stride length. Age-matched controls who trained with either visual or auditory feedback showed no improvement in gait.

A study of randomly selected old-age home residents suffering from senile gait (SG) without PD [49] showed that, in patients with baseline performance above the median, the average on-Line improvement when using visual feedback was considerably higher (6.31% in walking speed and 6.41% in stride length) than in patients with baseline performance below the median (−0.72% in walking speed and 3.39% ± 11.26% in stride length). Improvement in gait parameters was further shown to increase with the number of years of schooling. Patients with SG also suffering from PS [49], using on-line visual feedback, improved their walking speed or stride length or both by more than 10%. In patients with baseline performance above the median, improvement was considerably higher (13.2% in walking speed and 16.6% in stride length) than in patients with baseline performance below the median (−9.9% in walking speed and −7.7% in stride length).

**Discussion**

The findings reviewed and compared in this study unambiguously show that autonomous entrainment of gait by visual and/or auditory feedback is not only decisively safer, but also significantly more effective than external entrainment. More specifically, while external gait entrainment is a “double-edged sword” producing adverse effects such as freezing in patients with PD, autonomous entrainment comes without adverse effects. While the motivation underlying the effectiveness of autonomous entrainment is dopamine reward, it is materialized in patients with PD, lacking in dopamine reward, by preconditioned, or learned, reward seeking. Underlying reward and reward seeking are the cognitive attributes of novelty and vigilance. Novelty, cognitively characterized as the ability to think and act independently, can only materialize under autonomous entrainment and not under externally enforced entrainment. Geometrically defined with respect to edge crossing under visual feedback, both novelty and vigilance are more highly expressed in movement with respect to two dimensional visual objects, notably, checkerboard tiles, than in movement with respect to one-dimensional visual objects, notably, one dimensional transverse lines.

While external entrainment represents an open-loop control system which is, due to error accumulation, inherently unstable, hence, unsafe for patient use, autonomous entrainment constitutes a closed-loop feedback control system which is, by error correction, inherently stable, hence, safe for patient use. Autonomous entrainment of gait by visual or auditory feedback produces significantly higher improvement in gait parameters than external entrainment. The level of improvement in gait parameters due to autonomous entrainment found in PD patients without dopamine
supplement was higher than that achieved with dopamine supplement, indicating that the effect of learned reward seeking can be at least as high as that of actual dopamine reward. While external auditory entrainment of gait in patients with PD produced no residual effects, autonomous auditory entrainment in such patients has resulted in residual improvement, indicating that autonomous entrainment is more effective in learning reward seeking behavior than external entrainment. The checkerboard tiles geometry, being two-dimensional, produces in autonomous entrainment significantly higher levels of novelty and vigilance, resulting in significantly higher improvement in gait parameters than the one-dimensional transverse lines geometry. The transformative nature of autonomous gait entrainment across neurological disorders, predicted by stability, learnability, reward and reward seeking considerations, was ratified by gait improvement results obtained in independent clinical studies of patients with different disorders, specifically, PD, MS, CP, SG and PS.

Conclusion

The highly transformative nature of autonomous entrainment implies that patients with different disorders can benefit from it. While PD patients are largely deprived of basal ganglia dopamine production, there does not seem to be any known reason to presume such deprivation in other disorders. Yet, the level of gait improvement can vary significantly, not only with respect to the nature of the disorder, but also with respect to disorder severity and patient’s own biological and biographical attributes, such as age, education, mental state and cognitive abilities. While the association with certain attributes, such as education, has been noted, attempting to predict patient’s response to autonomous entrainment according to the various attributes would present a painstaking task. Yet, certain categories not addressed by the studies reviewed herewith, such as, e.g., PD accompanied by dementia, seem to be particularly interesting. This, and other relevant categorization, such as cognitive abilities, are suggested for future research. Finally, it might be noted that hundreds of publications related to gait entrainment, while making reference to autonomous (or closed-loop) entrainment, have, in fact, addressed external entrainment without making a distinction between external and autonomous entrainment. We find such presentations to be highly, although not necessarily intentionally, misleading. In order to make the distinction between external and autonomous entrainment unambiguously clear, we have only noted works that have made a clear case for one or the other.
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